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Abstract: The acceptance and popularity of formal modeling is increasing in the development of safety-critical railway interlocking systems, 

because it allows the specification of the system’s functionality using mathematically rigorous rules. The goal of the research described here 

is to introduce a simple, easy-to-learn, and useful UML (Unified Modeling Language) subset that supports railway engineers in developing 
the functionality of system elements at the system planning level. The selection of this UML subset is based on our practical experience. We 

examine the properties and limitations of this subset through a case study using the Yakindu Statechart Tools. The components specified with 
the proposed UML subset can be easily transformed into timed automata that we studied using the UPPAAL framework. In the paper, we 

also present the UPPAAL model for the case study. We are currently working on the implementation of a transformation using the UML 

subset presented in this paper, which makes it possible to generate formal models from Yakindu to UPPAAL in an automated way. 
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1. Introduction 

The use of Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) is 
gaining popularity in the development of transport applications [1]. 

This field is also preferred by railway engineers due to the 
advantages and power of modeling. In practical applications, 

formalisms such as e.g. the Unified Modeling Language (UML) are 

widespread [2]. A number of workbenches have already been 
prepared to support the use of UML during the system development 

lifecycle (without claiming completeness: Enterprise Architect [3], 
Yakindu Statechart Tools [4], etc.). 

Railway transport is a traditionally safety-critical engineering 

field. In the current practice of railway system development, the 
level of expected safety is determined by the necessary risk 

reduction [5]. Functional safety aims at preventing the unacceptable 

risk of physical injury or damage to the health of people caused by 
the erroneous operation of a system, with the proper implementation 

of one or more safety functions [6]. The specification of the correct 
functionality of the system is a core concept of safety, the 

implementation of which is the responsibility of the domain 
engineers. 

One way to meet the requirements of safety-critical applications 

is through the application of formal methods [7]. Formal modeling 

provides an opportunity to precisely specify the functionality of 
systems using logical-mathematical rules. Even though formal 

methods are claimed (several pieces of research support this claim) 
to help avoid specification errors, domain engineers are reluctant to 

use them in the system design/development activities. The reason: 
their application often requires significant additional expertise, 

since they are abstract, computer science-based methods. 
Consequently, railway engineers can often only acquire these skills 

after years of hard work. 

The research described in this paper aims to present a simple 

case study demonstrating the practical application of a methodology 
that supports railway engineers in the construction and verification 

of formal specifications. The proposed specification-verification 
environment aims to decrease the need for a mathematical/computer 

science background/knowledge at the system development level. 
The application of the proposed framework supports the creation of 

correct, complete, consistent, and verifiable functional 

specifications of a given component. In summary, this approach 
leads to a significant improvement in quality and distributes the 

development costs more evenly among the related lifecycle phases. 

In this paper, first, we give an overview of the background 
related to our research goal (in Section 2). Thereafter in Section 3, 

we present a practical UML subset that supports railway engineers 
in developing the functionality of system components at the system 

planning level. In Section 4, we describe a simplified case study 

through which it is presented how can use the given UML subset in 
practice to specify the functionality of a component. As part of our 

case study, we show one possible way of how the specified 
component can easily be transformed into timed automata that we 

studied using the UPPAAL framework. At the end of the paper, we 
put the results into a broader context (Section 5) and give a 

conclusion (Section 6). 

2. Related work 

The Gamma Statechart Composition Framework (GSCF) is an 

integrated toolset to support the design, verification and validation, 
and code generation for component-based reactive systems [8]. 

GSCF provides a modeling language and framework for the 
hierarchical decomposition of statechart components in an object-

oriented way. The framework is currently integrated with 3 rd party 
modeling tool (Yakindu Statechart Tools) and model checker 

(UPPAAL) to support formal verification of the constructed 
models. GSCF automatically generates an implementation of an 

individual component. This environment also allows back-

annotation and test generation. The main difference between the 
GSCF and our proposed framework is that the former targets 

software engineers as end-users, whereas we aim to support railway 
engineers with our specification-verification environment. The 

objectives, processes, and tools used in both frameworks are 
similar. However, our methodology does not deal with code 

generation, because it is not intended to support that level of 

abstraction. Both frameworks hide the inherent complexity of using 
formal methods by offering a high-level user interface. 

The research goal of the thesis by D. Darvas [9] was to analyze 

the applicability of formal methods in the domain of industrial 
control systems and propose a specification-verification 

environment. The main challenges of the chosen domain were 
performance and usability. The author proposes the application of 

model checking to support the software development of industrial 
control systems. The described platform supports domain engineers 

by hiding the formal details, the computer science-based 

mathematical background. The case studies of this work are related 
to the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). In 

connection with our research, the following results of the thesis are 
relevant: formal specification for programmable logic controller 

(PLC) modules and model checking of critical PLC programs. Our 
research goal connects very closely to this thesis with differences in 

the domain and abstraction level. 

The paper of Y. Y. Nazaruddin et al. [10] presents an 

application of a formal methods-based model checking for safety 
verification of a railway interlocking system. The proposed model 

checking techniques are implemented on a timed automaton of the 
considered interlocking system. The safety behavioral specification 

is expressed as Computation Tree Logic (CTL) formulas. The 
UPPAAL tool is used to perform the model checking. The 

distinction between this study and our research is that we performed 

modeling and model checking at the component design level, while 
the study [10] implemented it at the system level. 

Paper [11] is a very recent survey that gives an overview related 

to formal specification and verification of smart mass transit 
railway interlocking systems. This survey also refers to our research 
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work [12], in which we give an overview of the proposed 
framework with a case study. Paper [12] places the proposed 

framework in the development process and the described case study 
shows the application of the methodology step by step. 

3. Methodology 

In this section, we outline the overall methodology we propose 

in our other paper [12]. The main steps to be performed by railway 

engineers are as follows (note, that the main steps of the process 
comply with the best practice based on [6]): 

1. inputs of the process: requirements from the stakeholders 

(mainly in natural language), system requirements 
specification, architecture design, and the distribution of 

system requirements to components; 

2. specification of each component: interfaces, functionality 

(behavior), configurations (parametrics), and the rest of the 
requirements; 

3. formal verification: the transformation of the requirements 

defined in step 2 into temporal logic (CTL) formulas [7], 
the transformation of the component defined in step 2 into 

formal models (timed automata) [7]; 

4. outputs of the process: formally verified component 
specification. 

As the overall methodology was already introduced in the paper 
[12], in this paper, we focus on step 2 more in detail. However, the 

case study presented later (in Section 4) covers the whole process, 
so it demonstrates the approach outlined in the list above in its 

entirety. 

The proposed methodology provides a specification 
environment for designing the functionality of each component of 

the system. This specification environment builds on four pillars 

related to a component: requirements, interfaces, configuration, and 
behavior (step 2 above). Many existing solutions can be used to 

describe these artifacts. Our approach uses structured natural 
language for specifying the requirements, UML component 

diagrams [13] and a tabular description form for the interface 
definitions, a specific tabular method for defining the configuration 

elements, and UML state machines [13] for describing the 
behavioral aspects of a component. We found that railway system 

engineers can easily create the specifications given in step 2 by 

using only a subset of the UML diagrams (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). 
These subsets are shown in Fig. 1 (UML component diagram) and 

Fig. 2 (UML statechart). In both figures, the red parts are not used 
in the proposed methodology described above. 

 

Fig. 1 Subset of UML component diagram based on [13] 

 

A significant part of the discarded UML subset marked in red in 
Fig. 1 and 2 can be easily replaced with the retained UML subset 

marked in blue. The selected, blue-marked subset allows to express 
the same information much simpler and more concisely as the 

omitted, red-marked subset, which helps with the clarity and 
portability of the specification. 

Another example of such simplification is that we do not use a 

“terminate” pseudostate in our statechart subset shown in Fig. 2, 

because we used the precondition, that components cannot be 
created, and terminated at any time during the software lifecycle 

(that is all components are eternal in this approach). This approach 

is based on the assumption that we have an embedded software that 
starts to "run" after the power supply is switched on, and continues 

to work until the power supply is switched off. 

 

Fig. 2 Subset of UML statechart based on [13] 

4. Case study 

In this section, we describe a case study about a simple 

component – namely detection point – using the methodology 
described in Section 3. 

The purpose of the detection point is to detect a railway 
vehicle‟s presence within its scope. The functionality of the 

detection point is described simply: If the train is over the detection 
point it is „occupied‟, and when the train is not over the detection 

point it is „free‟. These are functional requirements of the detection 
point in a high level of abstraction. We note, that railway engineers 

can significantly supplement this behavior during the specification 
of a system based on the experiences gained so far and domain-

specific knowledge. So the described functionality above can be 

complemented by the several interactions with end-users (operators) 
and designers during the development process. In this paper, we do 

not write about these processes, thus the case study can be discussed 
in a very simple way. 

As described in the previous paragraph, the functionality of the 

detection point at a high level of abstraction can be specified by the 
following two functional requirements: 

A. If a train is within the scope of the detection point, it 

provides an „occupied‟ signal. 

B. If a train is not within the scope of the detection point, it 

provides a „free‟ signal. 

Based on described functionality in the previous paragraph, the 
interface specification of the detection point can be specified with a 

combination of Fig. 3 and Table 1. 

 

 

Fig. 3 Interfaces of detection point (UML component diagram) 

 
Table 1 Interface specification of detection point 
Identifier Type Codomain Initial value Brief description 

Presence Input [free | occupied] occupied Presence input.  

Occupancy Output [free | occupied] occupied Occupancy output. 
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Based on the interface specification (Fig 3. and Table 1) and the 
functional requirements (A and B), a possible implementation of the 

detection point in Yakindu (version 3.5.9) is shown in Table 2 and 
Fig 4. Note that for the sake of simplicity, the case study is not 

equipped with parameters (e.g., time), i.e., there is no given 
configuration specification. This means that the set of configuration 

elements in this case study is empty, i.e. from the point of view of 

modeling in Yakindu it is an empty set. 

 
Table 2 System definition implemented in Yakindu 

@CycleBased(100) // 100 ms long cycle 

@ChildFirstExecution 

 

interface: 

// External interfaces of detection point - Input variables 

var in_presence_p : boolean = true // Input - Presence 

// External interfaces of detection point - Output variables 

var out_occupancy : boolean = true // Output - Occupancy 

 

 

Fig. 4 Statechart of detection point implemented in Yakindu 

 
Starting from the Yakindu model of the detection point 

described above, we also constructed the UPPAAL model of this 
component. For this, we used the UPPAAL version 4.2.24. 

Before the UPPAAL model of the detection point could be 

called ready for simulation and model checking, it needed certain 

additional features. Three things were necessary to implement for 
the UPPAAL model of the detection point to make it suitable for 

simulation and model checking: time handling (by the automaton 
called „tick‟), execution control (by the automation called 

„runcontrol‟), and input function (by the automaton called 
„inputgeneration‟, when applicable). The supplementary automata 

are included in the system declaration part of the UPPAAL model 
(see Table 3). Accordingly, the UPPAAL model of the detection 

point consists of four automata, of which the functionality of the 

detection point (see Fig 4) is realized by the automaton 
„presencehandling‟ (see Table 4 and Fig. 8). 

 
Table 3 System declarations in UPPAAL 

// Automata 

tick = TC();   // Automaton - Cycle generator 

runcontrol = RC();  // Automaton - Run control 

inputgenerator = INPGEN(); // Automaton - Input generator 

presencehandling = PH(); // Automaton - Presence handling 

 

system tick, runcontrol, inputgenerator, presencehandling; 
 
Table 4 declares the interface variables of the detection point 

(„in_presence_p‟ as input and „out_occupancy‟ as output variable). 

The other variables in Table 4 support simulation and model 
checking (see the details in the description of each automaton). 

Table 4 Declarations in UPPAAL 

// External interfaces of detection point - Input variables 

bool in_presence_p = true; // Input - Presence 

// External interfaces of detection point - Output variables 

bool out_occupancy = true; // Output - Occupancy  

 

// Channels and variables for simulation 

chan CYCLE; // Tick, start new cycle (1 tick == 100 ms) 

bool ISRUN = false; // Tick ran (true: ran, false: did not run) 

 

// Run control, permissions within a tick 

broadcast chan ALLOWEDRUN; // Running permissions of functions 

int PERMISSION = 0;  // Running permissions of functions: 

// 0: not used, initial 

// 1: INPUTGENERATOR is allowed to run 

// 2: PRESENCEHANDLING is allowed to run 

 

The automaton called „tick‟ consists of two states (Fig. 5). The 

'start' state is a committed state, so there is no time delay in this 
state. In the „run‟ state the component performs its functions. When 

the „tick‟ automaton transits from the „start‟ to the „run‟ state, a new 
cycle begins („CYCLE!‟). A cycle lasts 100 ms (Table 5). The cycle 

length is represented by the invariant of the „run‟ state, i.e. „t<=1‟. 
When the component has finished running, the automaton goes 

from the „run‟ to the „start‟ state. The „tick and „runcontrol‟ (see 

Fig. 6) automata are interleaving in terms of control. The „tick‟ 
automaton gives run permission to the „runcontrol‟ using channel 

„CYCLE‟. The „runcontrol‟ automaton indicates to the „tick‟ 
automaton when it has finished running using the variable „ISRUN‟. 

When the cycle ends, the clock variable „t‟ will reset, and the 
variable „ISRUN‟ will return to false. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Automaton ‘tick’ for time handling 

 
Table 5 Declarations of automaton timehandling 

// Clock variable 

clock t; // Length of a tick/cycle (in 100 ms units) 

 
The automaton called „runcontrol‟ is responsible for execution 

of the component‟s functions in the correct sequence (see Fig. 6).  

 

 

Fig. 6 Automaton for execution control 

 

Each of the automatons belonging to the detection point 

functions has a unique identifier („PERMISSION‟). In this case 
study, identifier 1 is the automaton „inputgenerator‟ and identifier 2 

is „presencehandling‟. The order of execution matches the numeric 
order of identifiers: first „inputgenerator‟ then „presencehandling‟. 

Each automaton receives its run permission via the broadcast 
channel „ALLOWEDRUN‟, and they use the variable 

„PERMISSION‟ to examine if it is their turn.  
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One possible input function of the detection point implemented 
in UPPAAL is shown in Fig. 7. The parameters and declarations of 

this automaton are described in Table 6. Depending on our 
modeling purposes – but not necessarily in all cases – we may need 

an input function for each component. This function can be 
specified in several forms. In our case study, we constructed an 

input function for the presence inputs of the component detection 

point that covers all possible input combinations. The created 
function is shown in Table 6. Each cycle begins with the detection 

point object reading its input. The input to be read is always 
randomly selected (see Fig. 7, „inp:int[0,1]‟) from the set of 

specified input combinations. The automata perform their task 
depending on the detected input and current state. (Note that in this 

case study the detection point does not have parameters and timers.) 

 

 

Fig. 7 Automaton for input generation 

 
Table 6 Declarations of automaton input generator 

// Input generator function 

int setinput(int inp){ 

if (inp == 0) {in_presence_p = false;} 

else if (inp == 1) {in_presence_p = true;} 

return 0; 

} 
 
The presence handling function implemented in UPPAAL is 

shown in Fig. 8. This automaton is constructed based on the state 
machine shown in Fig. 4. The variables are named equally in the 

Yakindu and UPPAAL models, so the “transformation” can easily 
to trace. 

 

 

Fig. 8 Automaton to presence handling. 

 

So far so, with the activities performed in the previous 

paragraph, we have constructed a formal model of the detection 
point in the form of a timed automaton from the specification of the 

railway engineering domain. At this point, only another input is 
missing to verify the model, which we would like to do in this case 

study with model checking: specifying requirements „A‟ and „B‟ by 
CTL formulas. The formalized requirements and the results of the 

model checking are shown in Table 7.  

5. Results and discussion 

Our research focuses on a formal modeling-based methodology 

to support railway engineers during the development lifecycle. The 
proposed environment builds on a UML subset for specification and 

model checking for verification. In this paper, we summarized the 
main steps of the proposed methodology, described the UML 

subset, and presented the steps of the process in a case study from 

the UML specification of a component to the model checking. The 
Yakindu Statechart Tools and UPPAAL framework were selected 

and used for the presented case study. We have found that the 
transformation between the two tools can be ensured according to 

simple rules for the defined UML subset, which provides a good 
opportunity to automate part of the process. 

 
Table 7 Results of model checking 

Req. CTL formulas Result of model checking 

A 
in_presence_p == true --> 
out_occupancy == true 

Property is satisfied. 

B 
in_presence_p == false --> 
out_occupancy == false 

Property is satisfied. 

 

We worked together with domain engineers during the 
development of the described case study. Our conclusion is that one 

possible small subset of UML statecharts and UPPAAL automata 
could be easily mastered by railway engineers. For this reason, 

domain engineers did not refuse to use formal methods in this way. 

We found that the main difficulty for the domain engineers is to 
prepare the requirement specification. The problem is that they do 

not deal with the formalize-ability aspects of the requirements 
during the preparation of specifications. To solve this issue, we 

began to develop an intermediate domain language in this field of 
the railway. 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented the applicability of a formal 

modeling-based methodology through a case study. The proposed 

process we have performed provides a specification-verification 
environment for railway engineers. This framework facilitates the 

construction of high-quality functional specifications during the 
development compared to traditional development. We found that 

the proposed UML subset could be applicable in the railway-
specific domain to support formal modeling and model checking 

already in the early stages of the lifecycle. During the 

transformation from the Yankidu to the UPPAAL, we found that a 
part of the proposed process can be well automated. We are 

currently working on the implementation of this transformation 
tool. 
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